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New Mexico Higher Education Department
Capital Outlay Funding – Project Evaluation Form

Name of Institution: New Mexico State University - Dona Ana Community College
Location of Project: (Attach Aerial Map): See Site Plans and excerpt from Facilities MP
Project Title: Gadsden Main Roof Replacement
FY23 Priority #: 1
Master Plan Priority #: 8 Southern Campuses Infrastructure Improvements
Total Project Cost: $ 1,200,000
State Funding Request: $ 900,000
Committed Match Funding: $ 300,000
Specify Source of Committed Match funding, how funding was generated, and when it will be
budgeted:
DACC Local Funds

If funding was requested in the past for this project, provide a brief summary to include when it
was presented, amount of funding received and any changes from original request(s) (Cost,
Scope, etc.):
N/A
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A. Project Description:
Age of Facility:

DACC Gadsden Education Center is 23 years old (1999)

GSF of Facility:

29,200 GSF

Provide a brief history and general description of the facility:
Gadsden Center is one of three satellite centers in southern part of the county, along with Sunland Park (SLP) Center and
Chaparrel, that offer occupational education and lower division university courses, Gadsden Education Center was occupied
in 1999, and has about 29,200 GSF, plus another 10,466 GSF at the Gadsden expansion academic building. Adult Basic
Education (ABE) is offered at all DACC locations and at community sites throughout the county.

What is the current condition of the facility and supporting infrastructure?
The roof renovation at the DACC Gadsden Center includes the original 1999 Building (phase one 29,199 sq. ft.) classroom
and office building.
The original Gadsden main building includes two different roof types. The majority of the roof is flat roof, elastromeric roofing
system over 1" rigid insulation over 5/8" gypsum board secured to metal deck. The entry and tower elements are clay tile over
2 ply roofing over.

What was the last major renovation completed? When was the renovation completed? What
funding sources were used?
N/A
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Provide a detailed scope of work to be completed if the project is funded. Make sure to specify
any deficiencies being remedied:
The scope of work for the roof renovation at the DACC Gadsden Main Building includes the original 1999 Building of
approximately 30,000 SF will include:
• Removal of existing Thermoplastic Polyolefin (TPO) roofing system and membrane
• Remove roof drains, scuppers and flashing
• Provide new Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) roofing system on rigid insulation on top of decking
• New substrate and proper drainage
• New roof drains and scuppers
• New coping system
• New walkpads to surround all mechanical units
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Complete table below if this project request contains multiple projects or if the project can be
phased. List in priority order:
Phase/
Phase/Project Description
Amount
Project
#

N/A

Provide key milestone dates and project sequence or phasing:

Phase/Project Start Date (mm/yyyy)
Project
July 2023

*

Completion Date (mm/yyyy)
December 2024
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Full-Time Student Enrollment Trends:
Provide the instructional program majors being served by this project:

Major Title

Head Count

FTE

% Growth
from Last Year

Avg. Growth
last 10 years

N/A

Provide Fall Semester enrollment data per year as reported on the NMHED website/eDEAR:
Year
2014
2015
2016
8,525
8,333
8,240
FTE
1,073
1,084
1,115
OFTE
7,452
7,249
7,125
FTE-OFTE
*OFTE = Online FTE/Distance Education

*

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

7,951

7,920

8,067

7,038

6,465

1,280

1,273

1,310

1,053

4,008

6,671

6,647

6,757

5,985

2,457
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B. Project Rationale and Need:
Measure B1: Projects promotion of enrollment growth, retention, and degree production
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DACC's strategic plan guides the institution's efforts aimed at future growth and includes projected growth in enrollment
and degrees earned. For example, the 2025 plan includes these key performance indicators (KPIs): increase fall
headcount for credit students by 1 percentage point each year (recently increased to 3% per year to offset the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic), and increase completion of associates and certificates by 3% each year. These targets are not
location specific, but for the college as a whole.
All DACC locations experienced a significant drop in enrollment due to the Covid-19 pandemic. College-wide enrollment
decreased from 8054 in Fall 2019 to 6454 in Fall 2021. DACC students are not identified by location attended. To gauge
the enrollment at each location, the college tracks headcount at each location by course enrollments in the course sections
delivered at each location. Students may take courses at multiple locations during the same semester and can also take
both in-person and online sections in the same semester.
The move to online delivery in response to the Covid-19 pandemic resulted in a significant drop in course enrollments at
the South County locations (Chaparral Center, Gadsden Center, and Sunland Park Center) because only course sections
delivered in-person at those locations are part of the location headcount. South County in-person headcount went from
1133 in Fall 2019 to 10 in Fall 2020 and has increased to 139 in Fall 2021. This does not mean that all students who
formerly attended these locations stopped attending DACC, but that they switched to online sections. DACC’s enrollment in
online course sections grew from 3463 in Fall 2019 to 5998 in Fall 2021. State and federal guidance regarding Covid-19
protocols will continue to impact enrollments at the South County locations. In contrast, in-person section offerings (and
student headcount) at the Espina Campus have increased more quickly (from 4221 in Fall 2019 to 332 in Fall 2020 to 964
in Fall 2021) because of the large number of Health Science programs that are housed at the Espina Campus and the
evolution of safety protocols in those fields.
To address the strategic plan KPIs and the pandemic impact on enrollment, DACC has engaged in retention and
graduation initiatives, such as: an event for Chaparral High School students to tour the Chaparral Center and learn more
about DACC options; the creation of the Enrollment Management Team in 2019 which focuses on structures and supports
related to the student application process, schedule construction at all college locations, wrap-around student services, and
financial literacy; a calling campaign encouraging students to apply for certificates and degrees that they have earned
which resulted in 104 applications in Fall 2021; and a calling campaign targeting students who have not yet registered for
the next term.
The table below summarizes future growth expected for the college as a whole with estimates of how this growth will
impact our various locations. These numbers include our degree-seeking student population only. College-wide headcount
is unduplicated. The expected Fall 2022 headcount at the various locations is based on the number of in-person sections
being offered at those locations. The expected Fall 2025 headcount is based on a 3% increase per year from the Fall 2022
goal. Future growth goals for the Early College High School locations are not specified here because the school systems
dictate the enrollment caps at the ECHS locations. ECHS enrollments are included in the college totals.

*Goal is based on increase in the number of in-person sections offered at each location.

*
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Measure B2: Projects impact on education and workforce needs in local and regional
economies
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Gadsden main roofing replacement project supports both the mission and strategic goals that are necessary to support
and enhance enrollment growth and student success. The necessity for support of our most at risk students in the southern
part of the county is key to the direct support of the educational programs conducted on the Gadsden Campus and has
become even more critical as we seek to address opening our campuses as quickly and safely as possible.
DACC uses input from industry partners to ensure that facilities meet the needs of students and the curriculum. For example,
in response to growing needs expressed by existing and potential employers in southern Doña Ana County, the Automation
and Manufacturing Program plans to re-establish Basic Manufacturing Certificate course offerings at the DACC Gadsden
Center. Planned courses would be aligned with engineering-related courses at Chaparral High School to create an
educational pathway for students interested in pursuing a manufacturing-related career.
Similarly, in response to industry changes, including the rapid expansion of cloud-based, online collaboration in the CAD and
Building Information Modeling (BIM) fields, the Drafting and Design Technologies Program made the decision to move its
course delivery method to online. Not only does this change provide students with experience working effectively in an online
environment, but it also broadens access to students who are unable to attend in-person courses. The Drafting and Design
Technologies Program was previously offered in-person at the Gadsden and Sunland Park Centers and at the East Mesa
Campus.
DACC also utilizes several additional mechanisms to insure we are integrated, relevant, and responsive to the local and
regional workforce.
1) DACC contracts with a consulting firm, Gray’s Associates, to assist with resource planning with a comprehensive plan that
evaluates job market data in Dona Ana County to inform DACC individual program development and resource allocation.
Gray’s planning utilizes data from four primary areas to prioritize existing and new program growth and development. 1)
Student demand data (i.e student inquires, google searches). 2) Employment data which includes job growth and market
saturation. 3. Strategic fit which looks at degree levels and wages to identify the fit of programs to our institutional focus and
market. 4) Competitive intensity which incorporates the density and saturation of competition.
2) DACC utilizes individual Career Technical Education (CTE) program advisory boards consisting of representatives from
local industry and business leaders.
3) DACC partners with community-based organizations in all areas of Dona Ana County to include but are not limited to:
The Bridge of Southern New Mexico – The Bridge is an innovative public-private partnership connecting key leaders from
business, economic development, government and education. The Bridge’s success includes increased use of dual credit,
improved retention rates in high school and the development of the Arrowhead Park Early College High School.
Mesilla Valley Economic Development Alliance – As one of the leading economic development agencies in New Mexico,
MVEDA is committed to providing premium site selection and business expansion services, without charge, to all qualified
economic-based employers seeking assistance.

* The Borderplex Alliance - a nonprofit organization dedicated to economic development and policy advocacy in the El Paso,
Las Cruces, and Cd. Juarez region.
The Greater Las Cruces Chamber(s) of Commerce – DACC is an active participant in the Greater Las Cruces Chamber of
Commerce, The Las Cruces Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, and the Las Cruces Green Chamber of Commerce.
4) DACC participates in local business and industry networks to secure placements in internships, cooperative education, as
well as clinical and practicum opportunities.
While many of these mechanisms have been limited as a result of the pandemic, DACC has continued to work with local and
regional partners to promote student and community success.
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Measure B3: Projects support of HEI Strategic Plan or Facility Master Plan
Demonstrate project alignment with institutional mission and how project advances the
institution’s strategic or facility master plan.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Gadsden main roof replacement is the first priority for 2023-24 in the DACC institutional 5 year plan. The project is
also a key priority of the infrastructure improvement funds outlined in the DACC 2019-2026 Facilities Master Plan and and
supports the DACC strategic plan to enhance and support student success. DACC maintains a list of infrastructure
systems and projected replacement schedules in order to address adequate and timely upgrades and renewal of important
building systems.
DACC is committed to developing and using processes to both ascertain and ensure that the needs of students, faculty,
and program curricula are met wherever classes are located. The primary process utilized for facility planning is the facility
master planning process in conjunction with DACC’s capital expenditure strategy. DACC’s capital strategy is based on a
“cycling” financing approach that uses a combination of local General Obligation (GO) bond funding and assumptions about
potential state funding support. Each cycle is approximately four years long. Local GO bond debt is managed to maintain a
consistent tax rate. Statewide GO bonds are issued every two years (even years). State allocations are competitive and
generally encourages a minimum local match of 25%. The development of the Facilities Master Plan identifies capital needs
for the next eight years, or for two GO bond cycles, and revisits and validates anticipated capital needs prior to the second
GO bond election.
The DACC Facilities Master Plan guides the capital planning by identifying the specific and general needs anticipated for all
campuses through an inclusive planning process that involves DACC administration, faculty, staff, and students, as well as
NMSU facilities planning representatives. The process is data driven and utilizes executive team interviews, surveys of
students, faculty, and staff, DACC’s strategic plan, enrollment projections based on demographic and peer analysis, and
facilities utilization data. DACC physical development has been guided by this process since 1994.
Additionally, there are other processes that provide support to the facilities at each location. The budget request process,
the equipment request process, and the Academic Program Review and College Services Review processes all address
the needs of each campus or center, including the satellite centers. DACC's Academic Program Review process specifically
addresses the needs of students and curriculum. One key purpose of Academic Program Review is to facilitate
conversations among administrators and program faculty as they review program data and metrics and identify program
strengths and challenges. For example, metrics provided by the Office of Institutional Analysis include student credit hour
production by campus/center. These data inform discussion and decisions about how to schedule classes at the satellite
centers. Both the Academic Program Review and the College Services Review processes were paused during the
2020-2021 academic year so that all departments could focus on pivoting services to meet the unique needs of students
during the pandemic. These processes have now been reinstated for the 2021-2022 academic year.
The current DACC Facilities Master Plan guided the capital improvement planning by identifying the specific and general
needs anticipated from 2019 to 2026 through a planning process that is:
• Inclusive – involves DACC administration, staff, students, and NMSU facilities planning representatives.
• Data Driven
o DACC Strategic Planning
o Enrollment projections based on demographic and peer analysis
o Facilities utilization analysis
• Supported and adopted by DACC Advisory Board and NMSU Board of Regents.
The current DACC master plan broke out major operational priorities based on the following primary categories:
• Area Security/Safety Upgrades - developed though a comprehensive review of all campuses by a team of subject matter
experts that included representatives from police, fire, security, environmental health & safety, facilities, IT support, and the
safety committee. Examples of some of the items identified include exterior and interior lighting needs, electrical hazards,
sidewalk repairs, grounds work to address access and safety issues, signage, ADA door repairs and replacements, etc.
* • Infrastructure Improvements - projects identified as part of internal list of BRR priorities to include building systems repairs,
replacement, exterior building repairs such a stucco replacements, painting, etc., utility system repairs and replacements,
etc.
• Classroom Upgrades/Facility Renewal/Renovations - renovations to selected instructional areas at all DACC sites,
including room configurations, furniture, room finishes, and instructional equipment as guided by a classroom renovation
plan.
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Measure B4: Facilities Assessment
Provide the facility’s most recent condition score and summarize the major structural and
systems conditions that resulted in that score. Provide selected supporting documentation in
appendices and reference them in the body of the proposal.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Facilities Conditions Index (FCI) compares the cost to fix current building deficiencies with the cost to replace a building.
The FCI is used to benchmarking and compare a facilities relative condition. The index is computed as a ratio of the total
cost to remedy identified deficiencies to the current replacement value of the building. The facilities assessment included
Alamogordo, Carlsbad, Dona Ana, Grants, and all buildings on the main campus. NMSU maintains current condition index for
the facilities across the system, and is in the process of re-evaluating the entire system. The 2019 FCI for the NMSU-DACC
Gadsden Center (567) is 0.61.
We have also commissioned AGI Consultants, Inc., an engineering firm, to complete a roof condition inspection and provide
detailed information on the the conditions and problems identified as well as provide proposed resolutions to ensure
maximum energy savings and weather protection. AGI has been working on this evaluation since February and final results
are expected very soon.

*
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Measure B5: Projects impact on On–campus and Off-campus Instruction
Provide information on how this project request will support both on-campus and off-campus
instruction.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In order to meet the increased demand for online/virtual modes of instruction as well as virtual student services, and
business support and communication, the repair and maintenance of key building infrastructure systems supports both
on-campus and off-campus instruction by serving the key institutional technology systems and equipment necessary to
accomplish and serve these multiple modalities. This indirect support ensures both in person and online students have
access to open computer labs, testing facilities, student services support functions such as financial aid, tutoring, as well as
providing internet access, etc. The replacement of this roof at our Gadsden facility allows for all students in the southern
part of our county to access services and utilize the facilities to meet their individual needs to help them be successful in
completing their educational goals.

*
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C. Green Screen for Buildings
Measure C1: Energy Audit or similar energy assessment
Document details of the audit to include who performed the audit, when it was completed,
level of audit/assessment, improvements proposed, and benefits to this project
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In 2013 Ameresco preformed an investment grade audit of 46 of NMSU’s buildings throughout the state, totaling nearly 2.7
million gross square feet. The audit included the facilities at Alamogordo, Carlsbad, Dona Ana Community College, Grants,
remote Agricultural Science Centers, and all buildings on the main campus. NMSU also employees two Certified Energy
Managers (CEM) who can look at the potential energy savings of projects.
Although this project will not be LEED certified, it will be designed using any possible sustainability or energy-conserving
techniques that could apply. In general, any improvement to the campus building infrastructure will result in increased
efficiency and a corresponding reduction in energy costs.
The goals of the upgrades to the campus roof systems will be increased energy efficiency; provide a possible reduction in
the cost of operating the building; and improved comfort to all occupants. A long lasting, durable and reliable roof reduces
downtime for building occupants during roof leak repairs. Renovation work will be done following Green Screen standards,
with goals of achieving additional energy cost savings.
List of Green Screen strategies that will be incorporated in the project during construction include:
• Construction waste management principles will be followed during the demolition.
• Recycling of applicable materials.
• Construction waste management principles followed during construction.
Roof repairs and replacements will increase the building insulation by installing a higher R Value. Additionally, a roof
material with a higher solar reflectance index (SRI) will decrease the buildings contribution to the heat island effect along
with decreasing the buildings cooling demands. A roof made from materials with a higher SRI or a “cool roof” can stay more
than 50 degrees Fahrenheit cooler than a regular roof in the same conditions. This temperature difference can save energy
and money by using less air conditioning.

*
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Measure C2: Projects impact on Energy / Utility Cost Reduction
Explain the impact of this project to the net energy / utility costs. Provide a justification if no
operating budget impact is anticipated.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NMSU’s building guidelines includes policies to encouraging energy reduction with nearly every project. Additionally, there
have been specific projects focusing on energy reduction such as the Ameresco projects. With each project resulting in
energy savings there will also be a utility cost savings which can result in an observable change.
Installing a cool roof does not always cost more than a non-cool roof. However, the cool roof will have lower cooling
demands and better insulation will decrease the energy used by the building reducing the energy costs to operate the
building. There are also rebates available through the SCORE plus program for ENERGY STAR Certified Cool Roofs. Lastly,
by installing a cool roof and decreasing the roof temperature may extend roof service life.

*
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Measure C3: Executive Order (EO) 2019-003
Provide detailed information on how this project will address the goal of reducing Green House
Gas (GHG) emissions by 45% as called for in the EO. Explain the steps taken to reduce the
buildings energy demands.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------For main campus over 95% of NMSU’s scope 1 and 2 emissions are building emissions a similar distribution of
emissions is expected for DACC as well. Reaching the goals within EO 2019 -003 for greenhouse gas emission
reduction, remodeling and updating existing infrastructure will be required. NMSU building guidelines insure projects
keep in mind sustainable infrastructure and planning, energy efficiency technologies, and more.
The urban heat island effect can cause the surrounding area to be 1.8-5.4 degrees Fahrenheit warmer than the
surrounding areas. As the temperature continues to rise this additional heat will have an even greater negative impact on
our buildings, people, and wildlife. Therefore, reducing out contribution to the heat island effect is an important adaptation
measure.

*
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D. Stewardship
Detail how the HEI provides stewardship for its assets.
Measure D1: Project Estimates
Describe how this projects cost estimates were developed. Provide the total dollars attributed
to inflation. Percentage increases MUST be defended in the narrative portion of the document,
or 0% inflation will be assumed.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The process for determining the capital outlay needs begins with the University Architect (UA), who stays in touch with the
needs of the education enterprise through communication on various levels. Each year, the University Architect and Associate
Vice President for Facilities and Services set up an in-person meeting with the Community College President/Associate Vice
Chancellor for External Relations (over Alamogordo and Grants campuses) and Deans of the Colleges to review the capital
outlay requests for the year. The Capital Outlay Briefing is presented to the University SystemAdministrative Council, and the
flowchart that outlines the process for a project concept to become a priority on NMSU’s Five Year Facilities Plan.
The estimate is assigned directly to the in-house professional estimator, Senior Project Manager. The scope of work is
determined with the relevant stakeholders and UA. Budgetary estimates are produced with the use of 2020 ProEst Estimating
Software that is built using the current RS Means database. Note that the in-house professional estimator with Facilities and
Services PDE must meet satisfactory evidence of the necessary qualifications as required by the Certifying Body of the
American Society of Professional Estimators. The Executive Director for PDE reviews the proposed costs to confirm the
estimate is reasonable and accurate. Then the AVP of Facilities reports to the Administration for further action and/or inclusion
into Capital Outlay or University Capital Plans.
Budgetary estimates older than a year are reviewed and adjusted for inflation as part of the capital outlay process, and
incorporation to the current campus Five Year Facilities Plans.
NMSU Facilities and Services, Project Development and Engineering (PDE) provides professional project estimates and
project management. The estimating professional develops cost information for a construction project. Note that the in-house
professional estimator with Facilities and Services PDE must meet satisfactory evidence of the necessary qualifications as
required by the Certifying Body of the American Society of Professional Estimators. The institution’s five year plan for state
funding continues from year to year. As projects are funded, the priority item is removed from the list, and the other items
move up on the priority list. In FY20 this project was not supported for funding, as a result the same project remains on the five
year plan and is a current top priority. PDE re-evaluated the cost estimate to include new boiler and AC units for this project.
As a result, the funding request amount was increased to include this scope of work for new equipment.

*
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Measure D2: Describe how this project addresses/reduces deferred maintenance on campus
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NMSU’s building guidelines includes policies to encouraging energy reduction with nearly every project. Additionally, there
have been specific projects focusing on energy reduction such as the Ameresco projects. With each project resulting in
energy savings there will also be a utility cost savings which can result in an observable change.
Installing a cool roof does not always cost more than a non-cool roof. However, the cool roof will have lower cooling
demands and better insulation will decrease the energy used by the building reducing the energy costs to operate the
building. There are also rebates available through the SCORE plus program for ENERGY STAR Certified Cool Roofs.
Lastly by installing a cool roof and decreasing the roof temperature may extend roof service life.
Source:
- El Paso Electric - http://epesavings.com/score-newmexico.html
- U.S Department of Energy - https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/design/energy-efficient-home-design/cool-roofs

For facilities, check the box that best describes how this project impacts or reduces the campus
Facility Condition Index (FCI) (reduces deferred maintenance).
___

The approximate restoration cost is 46– 60 percent of building replacement cost.
(20 - points)

___

The approximate restoration cost is 31–45 percent of building replacement cost. The
physical conditions currently adversely affect building operations.
(15 - points)

___

The approximate restoration cost is 16–30 percent of building replacement cost. The
physical conditions may have an effect upon building operations.
(12 - points)

___

The approximate cost of restoration is 5–15 percent of building replacement cost.
(7 - points)

___

Renewal or replacement project cost is less than 5 percent of building replacement cost.
(0 points)

*
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Measure D3: Asset Stewardship
Provide information on how the HEI supports the ongoing operational and maintenance needs
of current and proposed assets.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DACC maintains a lists of all building systems to include HVAC systems, fire systems, roofs, and major building envelope
items for all buildings and systems on all campuses. Additionally, DACC tracks major infrastructure items such as parking lot
surfaces, exterior lighting, and sidewalks/walkways. DACC uses this list to identify and plan for predicted maintenance and
replacements based on age and condition of systems.
DACC recognizes the importance of keeping up with deferred maintenance and planning for major system repairs and
replacements. DACC continues to transfer previously identified amounts per previous formula calculations to BRR and
equipment in spite of the relaxation of guidance that would allow DACC to utilize these funds for other operating costs.
As these identified amounts do not adequately address ongoing BRR costs, DACC incorporates infrastructure projects and
funds into local GO bond funding cycles. When possible, DACC utilizes BRR and Local GO funds to leverage the request and
use of state funds for large building repair and maintenance projects such as roofs and cooling tower replacements.

*
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Measure D4: Maintenance Cost Reduction
Describe in detail how this project will affect operating appropriations for the current year and
all out-years. Provide a justification if no operating budget impact is anticipated.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It is anticipated that the replacement Gadsden Center main roof will address issues experienced as the roof has aged.
Persistent leaks have necessitated interim and temporary roofing repairs on an ongoing basis. The new roof will reduce the
amount of these types of interventions thus saving operational funds expended to address these leaks.
Completion of this project will reduce the following maintenance and operations costs:
• Deductibles and insurance claims caused by water intrusion
• Costs associated with water cleanup and unscheduled repairs to include drywall, flooring, ceiling tiles, and furniture
• Instruction and research time lost due to the facility being closed for unscheduled repairs
• Costs associated with temporary relocating instruction and research while the facility is closed for unscheduled repairs
• Reduced electric utility costs associated with the installation of an energy efficient roofing system

*
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Measure D5: Health, safety, and security
Describe how this project will address major health and safety issues/concerns on
campus, including how it will improve physical safety and cybersecurity on campus.
Provide selected supporting documentation and reference them in the body of the
proposal.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Adopted as an appendix to the NMSU Campus Master Plan 2017-2027, the NMSU Dona Ana Community College
2019-2026 Facilities Master Plan, completed by Architectural Research Consultants, Inc. and dated March 2019,
identifies Infrastructure Improvements, through data driven analysis, as a primary category.
Re-roofing will stop frequent leaks, which can possibly lead to mold conditions and contribute to the overall
deterioration of the existing facilities. Continued deterioration will result in a need to replace older facilities with new
buildings, at a greater cost than the renovation of existing structures.
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Language for appropriation: Compose the legislative language that would best suit
your project needs should the project be funded (Example: to plan, design, construct,
and equip infrastructure improvements at John Doe College)
$900,000 to plan, design, construct, renovate, furnish and equip roof replacement at Gadsden Center main building at
New Mexico State University- Dona Ana Community College.

